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Abstract-This paper presents the viewing angle improvement of integral imaging (II) three-dimensional (3D) display system using horizontal and verti-
cal multi-directional projections and elemental image (EI) rearranging method with pepper and salt noise reduction. Through this way, each elemental
lens of micro lens array gathers horizontal and vertical multi-directional illuminations of multiple EI sets and produces multiple point light sources (PLSs)
at the different positions in the focal plane and the positions of PLSs can be controlled by the projection angles. The viewing region is comprised of mul-
tiple diverging ray bundles that is broader than the conventional method owing to horizontal and vertical multi-directional projections of multiple EI sets.
On the other hand, a conventional system provides a viewing area using only a single set of horizontal or vertical multidirectional EI projection. As a
result, the viewing angle and the image quality of the 3D reconstructed image is enhanced.

Index Terms— Integral Imaging, Elemental image, Microlens array, Multi-directional projections, Three-dimensional display, Viewing angle improvement,
Salt and pepper noise reduction

—————————— ——————————

1  INTRODUCTION
Integral imaging (II) is a striking autostereoscopic three-
dimensional imaging and display technique that was firstly

introduced by Lipmann named as integral photography [1] in
1908. II technique consists of two parts, pickup and recon-
struction [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] as shown in Fig. 1. In the pickup
process of II, direction and intensity information of the rays
coming from a 3D object are spatially sampled by use of a lens
array (or pinhole array) and two-dimensional (2D) image sen-
sor. The lens array composed of many convex elemental lenses
is positioned immediately in front of the photographic film as
a capture device.

Fig. 1: Integral Imaging for pick-up and reconstruction

The captured image is composed of numerous small elemental
images, which are imaged by lens array with their number
corresponding to that of the elemental lenses. Therefore, a size
of elemental image is equal to a size of elemental lens. A real
image, which is pseudoscopic (depth-reversed) image [7], [8],
[9], [10], is reconstructed through the lens array when the ele-
mental image is displayed on a 2D display device. There are
numerous advantages of II technique, namely; full colour, full
parallax, natural depth perception with relatively low eye-
fatigue, real 3D image with continuous view point and special-
ly does not require any extra glasses or tracking devices to
view the 3D image. Although having a number of attractive
benefits, II has been suffering some crucial disadvantages. One
of them, narrow viewing angle is a major problem. To mitigate
this problem, a huge work has been done by the many re-
searchers [11], [12], [13]. Recently, we have been reported a
technique to improve the viewing angle of II three-
dimensional (3D) display system by using multiple illumina-
tions [14]. We proposed a method through this paper to en-
hance the viewing angle of II system using horizontal and ver-
tical multi-directional projections and elemental image rear-
ranging method with pepper and salt noise reduction. The
viewing region is comprised of multiple diverging ray bun-
dles that are broader than the conventional method owing to
horizontal and vertical multi-directional projections of multi-
ple EI sets. On the contrary, a conventional system provides a
viewing area using only a single set of EI projection. The same
size of micro lens pitch with horizontal and vertical multi-
directional projection of EIs causes an EI disparity at the EI
plane. EI rearranging method is applied to the EI generation
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algorithm to prevent EI disparity. In our proposed II system
permit the reconstruction of a three-dimensional image with
broader viewing angle than a conventional II system because
of the angles of horizontal and vertical mult-idirectional pro-
jections and the number of EI sets are used. To implement the
proposed II system, modern depth cameras and state of the art
projectors are used for detaining three-dimensional object in-
formation with horizontal and vertical multidirectional per-
spective and projecting the multiple sets of elemental images
with multidirectional projection angles correspondingly.

2 PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper a viewing angle improvement of II system on
horizontal and vertical multi-directional projections including
a directional horizontal and vertical elemental image genera-
tion with rearranging (DHVEIGR) algorithm with pepper and
salt  noise  reduction  is  proposed.  Our  proposed  system  con-
sists of three main sections, namely: (i) 3D entity information
extraction with colour and depth (ii) directional elemental im-
age (horizontal and vertical) generation using DHVEIGR algo-
rithm  and  (iii)  3D  image  reconstruction  from  side  to  side  a
horizontal and vertical multi-directional projection type II dis-
play system with pepper and salt noise reduction. The funda-
mental theory of viewing angle improvement using horizontal
and vertical multi-directional projections is illustrated in Fig.
2. In this system, horizontal and vertical multi-directional mul-
tiple sets of EIs are projected on the micro lens array including
a sequential projection scheme. For the multi-directional EI
projections, each micro lens of the lens array produces a num-
ber of point light source [14], [15] as the same numbers of HEI
and VEI sets are projected. The angle of the diverging rays as
well as the positions of the point light sources can be guided
by the directional projection angle. To improve the viewing
angle and resolution the directional projection angle is signifi-
cant in this method.

Fig. 2:  Rules of Viewing angle improvement using multi-directional projec-
tions of EIs for (a) Central one directional (b) three-directional projections
and (c) horizontal and vertical multi-directional projections.

In the proposed method, the projection angles are considered
two or three directional both horizontal and vertical projec-
tions for the same number of EIs are narrated in Fig. 2 (b) and
2 (c) successively. In the case of three dimensional projections,
the projection angles are computed using the following
equtions:

1 1
0 0 , t a n , t a n . . . . . . . (1)L L

L R
P P
f f

where L and R are the left and right directional projection
angles, Lp and f are the pitch and the focal length of micro
lens. Then the viewing angle can be determined by the equa-
tion
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 For the proposed horizontal and vertical multi-directional
projection angles can be determined by the following equa-
tions:
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where           is the horizontal and vertical center projection
angle           is the horizontal upper projection angle,        is the
horizontal lower projection angle,              are the vertical up-
per and lower positional projection angles. The viewing angle
(proposed) can be determined by the equation:
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From the mathematical calculation refering (2) and (3) notice-
able that obtained angle is greater than conventional II system.
For the future, the viewing angle may be written as

12 tan
2

L
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The proposed system configuration is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: System configuration for horizontal and vertical multi-directional
projection schemes
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3 INFORMATION CAPTURING SYSTEMS FROM
THE 3D OBJECT
In our proposed II system, primarily 3D object’s information,
namely: colour and depth are extracted by using depth camera
(state of the art sensor). After that the extracted data of the 3D
object  are  used  in  directional  elemental  image  generation  for
horizontal and vertical multidirectional projections through
the display system. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 4.
KINECT sensor (Resolution 512×424, Field of View 70×60 and
Frequency 30 Hz) which has higher depth fidelity and a signif-
icantly improved noise floor is used to gather 3D entity infor-
mation

Fig. 4: The extraction process of colour and depth information of 3D object

The state of the art KINECT sensor is consists of two kinds of
sensor, one is true colour (RGB) camera that is responsible for
capturing the colour image of the object and another is called
depth camera which is responsible for capturing the depth
information of the real 3D object. By having the all infor-
mation (colour and depth) of the real object, the directional
elemental image is generated using DHVEIGR algorithm
based on pixel mapping algorithm [16]. In Fig. 5. it is shown
that the extracted information of the real 3D objects that is
snapped by the state of the art depth camera.

Fig. 5: Extracted information of 3D objects (a) true image (b) depth infor-
mation of true image (c) colour information region of interest (ROI) (d) ROI
depth information

4 THE PROCESS OF ELEMENTAL IMAGE GEN-
ERATION

Elemental image sets can be created by using the DHVEIGR
algorithm from the extracted information (colour and depth)
of  the  3D  real  object  based  on  pixel  mapping  algorithm  re-
garding as the directional projection geometry of each pixel.
Because of the multi-directional projections of EIs it’s very
natural to produce EI mismatch on the projection plane of the
proposed method. For solving the aforementioned problem,
an EI rearranging function is added in the DEI generation al-
gorithm with respect to horizontal and vertical multi-
directional projection angles. For multi-dimensional EI genera-
tion using several horizontal and vertical multi-directional
projection angles is shown in Fig 6.

Fig. 6: EI generation using horizontal and vertical multi-direction projec-
tions for (a) -20° directional projection (b) 0°(central) projection and (c) 20°
directional projections using DHVEIGR algorithm

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To prove the proposed method some basic experiments are
conducted. For directional elemental image generation used
the colour and depth information which extracted from the
KINECT sensor and HVDEIGR algorithm, a general (central
projection) experiment is conducted for reconstruction of a 3D
image as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7:  3D image reconstruction of 3D object using a conventional projec-
tion type II system with color and depth information generated EIs
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Obtained results from the experiment confirmed the possibil-
ity of the reconstruction of 3D image by using the extracted
colour and depth information of real entity through the pro-
posed projection type II technique. After that several trials are
conducted to verify the reconstruction of 3D image by using
horizontal and vertical multi-directional projection schemes
and to confirm the feasibility of the improvement of the view-
ing angle of the proposed II system with pepper and salt noise
reduction. As an initial experimental justification, only some
experiment is conducted with multi-directional projection an-
gles such as 00, 200, and -200 according to the figures, Fig 2. (a) ,
2. (b) and refering  (1) , (2) respectively.  In fig 8. shown the
reconstructed 3D images for 0° (central for both horizontal and
vertical) projections viewed from the different viewing posi-
tions (horizontal left and rightmost positions) that ensures the
possibility of the 3D reconstruction applying the colour and
depth information from the object using DHVEIGR algorithm
and reconstructed into a projection type II system with image
noise (pepper and salt) reduction technique. Fig 8. also pre-
sented the reconstructed 3D images viewed from different
positions (horizontal and vertical) for 200 and -200 multidirec-
tional projections that ensure the possibility of the viewing
angle improvement using horizontal and vertical multi-
directional projections with DHVEIGR algorithm followed by
the Fig 2 (c) and  refer to (3).

Fig. 8: Reconstructed 3D images for horizontal and vertical multi-
directional projections using different viewing angles

In Fig 9.  Shows a noise removing technique is  applied on re-
constructed 3D images. This technique is affected for two
phases. In the first phase, adaptive median filter is used to
identify pixels which are likely to be degraded by noise. In the
second phase, the image is restored using a specialized regu-
larization method that applied to those selected noise.

Fig. 9:  Reconstructed 3D image using salt and pepper noise reduction

By applying this technique it is possible to remove salt and
pepper noise with noise levels high as 85%. So, reconstructed
3D image quality is enhanced.

6 CONCLUSION

On the basis of aforementioned discussion and the some simu-
lation results as well as laboratory experiments, it can be
summarized that the viewing angle improvement of II 3D dis-
play system can be implemented by using horizontal and ver-
tical multi-directional projections and EI rearranging method
with DHVEIGR algorithm including salt and pepper noise
reduction.The simulation and experimental result of Fig. 7.
Illustrate the probability of the reconstruction of 3D image by
applying colour and depth information of the real 3D object
extracted by underlying sensor as well as salt and pepper
noise reduction. The Figs. 8 (b) and (c) shows that the recon-
structed 3D images are originated using horizontal and verti-
cal multi-directional (200 and -200)  EIs  projection  scheme  in
which the viewing angle of 3D display improved significantly
refer to (3). Finally, the reconstructed 3D image noise is re-
moved by applying a salt and pepper noise removing tech-
nique, hence reconstructed 3D image quality is enhanced.
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